So instant

Boiling and chilled
filtered water instantly
with Zip HydroTap
®

So simple

No waiting for water to boil.
No more bottled water to buy.
Zip HydroTap makes life
so simple.

Press

Lift

Safety

The red lever for filtered
boiling water, blue for chilled.

The red lever for a continuous
flow of boiling water.

When activated, child safety lock
requires adult finger-thumb operation.
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So quick
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With Zip HydroTap,
you are back in seconds
with hot and cold drinks
without missing any fun.

Quicker
tea

Quicker
coffee

Quicker
drinks

No waiting for water to boil.
Press the red lever, and out it
pours - boiling water at just the right
temperature to make perfect tea.

Lift the red lever to fill your
caffetier with boiling water, instantly.
Flick the red lever again, and the
flow stops, instantly.

Press the blue lever for an endless
supply of great-tasting, crystal-clear
filtered chilled drinking water at a
fraction of the cost of bottled water.

So clever

Just a few clever things
you can do in an instant
with your Zip HydroTap.
Clever soups
& noodles
Dissolve stock cubes, packet soups
and noodle snacks in a flash. No need
to use a kettle or microwave.

Clever
vegetables

Clever
pasta

Clever
jellies

Nothing like instant boiling
water and instant chilled water
to blanch vegetables.

Start with boiling water
(instead of cold) to cut minutes
off pasta cooking time.

Sweet or savoury jellies
are made in an instant with
instant boiling water.
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So healthy
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Here’s to Zip HydroTap
sub-micron water filtration for
great-tasting drinking water.
An inbuilt triple-action filter:
1. Removes micro-organisms as tiny as one thousandth of a millimetre.
2. Reduces chlorine and contaminants.
3. Removes particulates contaminating the water supply.
4. Inhibits mineral-scale accumulation in the boiling water storage tank.
5. Provides great-tasting, crystal-clear drinking water.
6. Does not filter out any fluoride added to the water supply.
Optional scale filter (FL3000) recommended for use in hard water areas.

N.B. With DOMHB1, triple action filter is
an optional extra – part number FL004

Healthy
filtration

Healthy
reminder

Filters out chlorine taste and
odour, plus micro-organisms as tiny
as 1/1000th of a mm, including the
parasites cryptosporidium and giardia.

A filter change warning light flashes
to show when a filter change is due.
Filter replacement at least once a year
is recommended.

So sensible

Highly energy-efficient,
Zip HydroTap gives boiling
and chilled water for just a
few pence a day.
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Minimal
Energy Costs*

Sleeps when
inactive

Costs less than 10 pence a day to run
(with sleep mode active 10 hours in 24).
Plus – Boiling water: eight cups for 1 pence
Chilled water: twenty glasses for 1 pence.

Sleep-when-inactive feature can be pre-set
to power-down after 2 or 4 hours of non-use,
maintaining stored “boiling” water above 64°C.
Recovers to pre-set boiling temperature when
next draw off occurs.

Innovative
energy saving
technology
New Power-Pulse™ energy-saving
technology cuts energy consumption.
Applies full power (to heat boiling water)
only during periods of heavy use. Cuts
back to micro-pulse power during light
usage periods or when inactive. Also
maintains boiling water temperature
more precisely than ever before.

Programmable
24/7 timer
Automatically disconnects the unit for preset
periods during the day, evening or weekends.

*Energy costs based on 10p per kW/hr power
charges. Cup = 167 ml. Glass = 200 ml.
N.B. DOMHB1 does not incorporate timer or
sleep mode features

So practical

The optional Zip HydroTap ‘font’ elevates the tap outlet
for filling jugs, carafes and saucepans. It also drains
drips and spills to waste. Provides freedom to locate
away from your sink where-ever needed.

You can install your
Zip HydroTap practically
anywhere in your kitchen,
bar or summerhouse.

On its
own ‘font’

On a
single sink

On a
double sink

Position your Zip HydroTap away from
your sink with the Zip ‘font’ accessory.

Install your Zip HydroTap to the
rear and left of the sink bowl.

Install your Zip HydroTap to the rear
and left of the left hand sink bowl.
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So choose

15

1. Choose the Zip HydroTap system you need.

I

G

Boiling +Chilled
filtered boiling water
and filtered chilled water

L

Boiling +Cold (Ambient)
filtered boiling water and
filtered room temperature water.

Boiling Only
boiling water unfiltered.

2. Choose the Zip HydroTap model matching your need.
Zip HydroTap Model type

I Boiling + Chilled
I Boiling + Chilled Split System
G Boiling + Ambient
L Boiling only

Product
Code

Boiling
Water

Chilled
Water

Cold
Water

Water
Filter

Power Rating
(total kW)

DOMBC1*









1.7 kW

385 x 380 x 348

DOMBC2*









1.7 kW

280 x 323 x 337 (B)
353 x 253 x 377 (C)

DOMBA1*









1.5 kW

280 x 323 x 337

DOMHB1









1.5 kW

188 x 320 x 334

Optional accessories: Tap Font ZT004; Scale Filter FL3000
Replacement filters: Submicron ZT002 Scale Filter FL3001

Under-Sink
W x D x H (mm)

All products are available with over-size levers
*Available with optional brushed stainless steel tap

3. Choose where your Zip HydroTap will go.
On sink

On ‘font’

For on-sink installation,
35mm diameter hole is required.

Scale management

219

Air space

Choose where to fit your scale filter.
The Zip FL3000 can be installed
either vertically or horizontally to
best suit the situation.

46
205
220

100

SINK

5

min
50

500

min 220

35

125

min
25

4mm
buffer
pad

92

max
40
210

HOLE
35

D

min
50

13A
Service valve
Mains
water
supply
W

For font installation,
an additional 108
mm diameter hole
is required.
Hole template is
supplied with the
font accessory kit.
Under-sink tubing
should be taut for
proper drainage.

H

120
min
65

Zip HydroTap

®

Boiling and chilled
filtered water
instantly

Need more information?
Contact your Zip HydroTap supplier.
Or call Zip on 01362 852222.
Zip Heaters (UK) Ltd
Bertie Ward Way, Dereham
Norfolk, NR19 1TE
Fax: 01362 692448
designer@zipheaters.co.uk
www.zipheaters.co.uk
The terms ‘Zip’, ‘HydroTap and ‘Power
Pulse’ are trade marks.
Copyright August 2009, code HTUK09.

Instant Boiling Water

